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Bradley Wampler, Founder, and CEO of

Bradley Interiors, firmly believes that a

kitchen must function well to fit the

homeowner chef’s personal cooking style. The award-winning designer has recently launched his

secret recipe for creating style-setting kitchens that go beyond function. His careful selection of

materials and finishes makes these kitchens more meaningful than ever. 

“Perhaps more than in any other place in a home, love, and function are tightly intertwined in

the kitchen. Kitchens are the heart of any home. It is a place that should be welcoming for

everyone since it is a gathering place where the family’s heritage unfolds not through just fine

recipes that are presented and passed down generations but also a place where the creativity

mixed with a love of the chef of the family is revealed and also embraced.” ~ Bradley Wampler,

CEO of Bradley Interiors

The kitchen is highly complex. To get to the details that properly personalize a space, Bradley

http://www.einpresswire.com


Interiors starts with a questionnaire they have curated to understand the broad and varied uses

and needs of the space the client will have. The design process is deeply rooted in the

preferences of every unique client. Bradley Wampler discusses the personal cooking routines

and the homeowners’ entertaining style to create a dream kitchen that is stylish yet highly

functional. Bradley Interiors' questionnaire asks the client to identify pieces that are particularly

meaningful for them to help tell their individual story.

Lighting also plays a key role in a successful kitchen design. Bradley Wampler uses natural and

task-oriented lights to design light-filled kitchen spaces.

"We prefer incorporating big picture windows that go behind the sink and down to the counter

for incredible natural light. We also use gorgeous accent lighting and elegant pendants because

using a variety of lighting sources enhances a kitchen both aesthetically and functionally.” ~

Bradley Wampler

Bradley Wampler is known to create functional kitchens when in use and beautiful when not in

use. He focuses on every single element, ensuring everything works in harmony with the other

elements in the space, and draws everyone's attention towards it by creating joyous energy.

About Bradley Interiors

Headquartered in Columbus, Ohio, Bradley Interiors imparts the special serenity of its local

landscape to interior designs across the country. Begun out of a passion for great design by

Bradley Wampler, Bradley Interiors creates experiences and environments through its designs

that provide timeless reflections of the owners or collectors. 

For more information, visit www.bradleyinteriors.com.
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